
Gunki Reel Cover Protection Neoprene

Gunki

Product number: GU-RS

Top reel protection for your multi reels and fixed 
spool reels.

from 6,59 € * 6,59 €

Gunki reel protector neoprene - Perfect protection for multi and 
fixed spool reels

Optimum protection for your multi-reels

The Gunki reel protector offers optimum protection for your valuable multi-reels. Made from high-quality 
neoprene, this reel protector moulds perfectly to your mounted multi-reel and protects it from external 
influences. Whether on the way to the fishing spot or when storing your equipment - your equipment 
remains safe and protected.

Ideal for stationary reels in sizes 2000-4000

Your stationary reels in sizes 2000 to 4000 are also in good hands with the Gunki reel protector. The 
flexible neoprene fabric fits perfectly and offers all-round protection for your spinning reels, directly on the 
rod. This protection is indispensable for any angler who values the durability and functionality of their 
equipment.

Features of the Gunki reel protector

Material: High-quality neoprene, durable and robust.
Versatility: Suitable for multi-reels and fixed spool reels in sizes 2000 to 4000.
Protective function: Provides comprehensive protection against scratches, dust and moisture.
Ease of use: Easy to pull over the reel, fits firmly and securely.
Portability: Lightweight and compact, ideal for transport and storage.



Design: Modern and functional design that adapts to the shape of the reel.
Target group: Indispensable for professional and amateur anglers.
Durability: Protects and preserves the value of your fishing reels.
Weather resistance: Effective protection in all weathers.

Easy handling and robust quality

The Gunki reel protector is very easy to use. Quickly pulled over the reel, it offers effective protection 
against scratches, dust and moisture. The robust workmanship of the neoprene guarantees a long service life 
and reliable protection in all weathers.

Indispensable for every angler

Whether you are a professional or amateur angler - the Gunki reel protector for multi-reels and Gunki 
reel bags is an indispensable accessory. It not only ensures the function of your reels, but also helps to 
preserve their value. Invest in the protection of your equipment - it's worth it!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

